
46. Perona{Malik equationThe heat equation ut = �u is the canonical smoothing process, di�using data at a constant ratein all directions (! ref ). When applied to an image u(x; 0) in the case x = (x1; x2) of two spacedimensions, the result is a blurred version u(x; t) for t > 0. Noise may be eliminated, but at thecost of making edges fuzzy.Suppose we want a modi�ed heat equation that will attenuate noise while maintaining or evenenhancing edges. In 1987 and 1990, Pietro Perona and Jitendra Malik proposed that this could beaccomplished by replacing the constant di�usion coe�cient of ut = �u by a nonlinear function ofu that decreases to 0 as the gradient of u gets steeper. The Perona{Malik equation isut = r � ( g( jruj)ru) ; (1)where g(s) is a smooth nonincreasing function with g(0) = 1, g(s) � 0 and g(1) = 0.Figure 1 illustrates how this works in the one-dimensional case ut = (g(juxj)ux)x with g(s) =(1 + s2)�1. The initial data is a noisy signal. Notice how (1) maintains the overall features whilediminishing the noise.PSfrag replacements
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Fig. 1: Edge enhancement in 1DEquation (1) enhances edges because the di�usion process is conditional: near points x wherejru(x; t)j is large, the di�usion is weak, so that edges may be kept; where jru(x; t)j is small, thesmoothing is strong. But in fact, the di�usion is not merely variable, it is anisotropic. To see thiswe can expand the derivative to getut = (gux)x = guxx + gxux ;where g = g( juxj), or in several dimensions,ut = g�u+rg � ru:The physics can now be seen as locally constant di�usion assisted by direction-dependent drift.Approaching an edge from the left, say, juxj increases and g = g(juxj) decreases, so the drift term1 March 2001: Kristine Embree
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Fig. 2: Botticelli's Primavera before and after slowed anisotropic di�usionhas the same sign as ut = �ux, which means that it moves material rightward: into the edge.Leaving the edge from the right, juxj decreases and g increases, so the drift term is like ut = ux andmoves material leftward: into the edge once more. We have anisotropic di�usion, and the signsare such as to enhance edges. Yet the conservation form of (1) ensures that there is none of theill-posedness of the backward heat equation (! ref ).The Perona{Malik equation in the pure form we have described has some di�culties in practice. Forexample, there is a scale-dependence that means that if an image is severely distorted with noise,the oscillations of jruj are large and the noisy edges are kept. Since the original Perona{Malikpapers, there has been lively research to develop related equations that do even better. One suchmodel, slowed anisotropic di�usion, is illustrated in Figure 2 by images due to Kacur and Mikula.ReferencesL. Alvarez, F. Guichard, P.-L. Lions and J.-M. Morel, Axioms and fundamental equations of image processing,Arch. Rat. Mech. Anal., 123 (1993), 199{257.IEEE Signal Processing Society, Special issues on partial di�erential equations and geometric-driven di�usionin image processing and analysis, IEEE Trans. Image Processing, 7, no. 3 (1998).J. Kacur and K. Mikula, Solution of nonlinear di�usion appearing in image smoothing and edge detection,Appl. Num. Math., 17 (1995), 47{59.P. Perona and J. Malik, Scale-space and edge detection using anisotropic di�usion, IEEE Trans. Pattern Anal. Ma-chine Intell., 12 (1990), 629{639.http://www-kmadg.svf.stuba.sk/work/sfd.html c1999


